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Abstract The agglomeration of cellulosic materials

upon drying, often called hornification, causes a

reduction of water retention, among other undesired

effects. It is one of the main issues in industrial

cellulose processing, especially with regard to

nanocelluloses. As a consequence, high transportation

and storage costs arise since nanocelluloses need to

remain in aqueous suspensions unless trade-offs in

reactivity, redispersibility and surface properties are

accepted. In this study, different drying strategies for

TENCEL� gel, a nanostructured gel derived from the

Lyocell process consisting of spherical particles, are

compared and evaluated. First, freeze-drying with

consideration of the influence of freezing temperature

and the use of tert-butanol as cryo-protectant, and

second, simple oven-drying at 60 �C. Surprisingly,
oven-dried xerogels showed higher water retention

values and also better colloidal stability than the

cryogels. This is in stark contrast to cellulose

nanofibrils for which freeze-drying has been shown

to be significantly superior to oven drying in terms of

redispersibility. For the TENCEL� gel, oven-drying

was thus selected and the influence of additives on the

redispersibility of the cellulose II gel was studied by

means of the common water retention value, particle

size, colloidal stability, appearance of the redispersed

gel and viscosity. The addition of the polysaccharides

carboxymethyl cellulose or xanthan showed the most

promising results with regard to redispersibility. Also

sucrose and ammonium bicarbonate provided higher

colloidal stabilities than that of the untreated

TENCEL� gel. The redispersibility of the cellulose

II xerogels could thus be significantly improved by

simple and cost-efficient mixing with additives prior

to drying.
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DS Degree of substitution

FD Freeze drying (lyophilization)

CMC Carboxymethyl cellulose

tert-BuOH tert-butyl alcohol

Introduction

Hornification has been known for long in paper

technology as a summarizing description of negative

effects occurring upon the exposure of celluloses—

pulps, fibers, papers—to mostly thermal stress or

drying. Having been introduced already in 1944

(Jayme 1944) and thus being around for some

80 years, the term is still somewhat ill-defined and

open to interpretation. It is mostly seen as decrease of

water retention and swelling of the cellulosic materials

due to physico-chemical effects upon drying (Jayme

1944; Weise et al. 1996; Hubbe et al. 2007). Water

removal and heat application (Weise et al. 1996) cause

a decrease of external surface areas, closure of pores

(Hubbe et al. 2007), shrinkage, and finally formation

of internal, i.e. inter-cellulose, hydrogen bonds

(Smook 1990). The negative consequences of such

processes are manifold, and their discussion depends

on the viewpoint of the application: while production

of cellulose derivatives or rayon fibers will pay more

attention to chemical reactivity, paper applications are

more linked to parameters of cellulose-water interac-

tions. In general, hornification is more pronounced for

celluloses with delicate surface structures (highly

porous or highly structured materials) and during all

processes that involve removal of water directly

interacting with (H-bonded to) the cellulose surface.

This way, drying of nano-structured celluloses is

especially prone to cause hornification effects. Upon

redispersion of dried cellulose, significantly more

energy is required to defibrillate hornified fibers into

cellulose nanofibrils (CNF) (Kekäläinen et al. 2014).

Nano-structured celluloses, such as CNF (Eichhorn

et al. 2009; Klemm et al. 2011) or TENCEL� gel1

(Männer et al. 2015; Beaumont et al. 2016c), possess

high surface areas above 250 m2/g (Cai et al. 2014;

Nemoto et al. 2015; Beaumont et al. 2016a); and

strong interactions between the individual colloidal

particles occur during drying (Eyholzer et al. 2010;

Lavoine et al. 2012). Thematerials are usually handled

never-dried to exclude the hornification effects, but

this causes high transportation and storage costs as

well as a limited shelf life due to the risk of bacterial

contamination (Tingaut et al. 2011). As a conse-

quence, it is important to address this issue with the

aim to find appropriate methods to increase the

redispersibility of these nanomaterials in water, or in

other words to limit the hornification effects during

drying.

Considering nanocelluloses, freeze-drying has

already proved to be a suitable method to obtain

porous cryogels with good swelling and water reten-

tion properties (Han et al. 2013; Jiang and Hsieh

2014a). In general, the main issue of freeze-drying is

the formation of ice crystals within the materials

during the pre-freezing procedure before the

lyophilization step. The formed ice crystals expand

and influence the structure of the resulting cryogel.

Dependent on the conditions applied the morphology

can be changed from an open-porous, aerogel-like

structure to a more dense, sheet-like structure (Beau-

mont et al. 2016c). In order to reduce this ice

templating effect, faster freezing procedures or the

addition of cryo-protectants, such as sucrose, may be

applied (Rey andMay 2011). Additionally, tert-BuOH

can be applied, either added to the aqueous suspension

or replacing the water completely, to obtain more

porous cryogels from nanostructured celluloses fea-

turing higher surface areas and less agglomerated

structures than without solvent addition (Jiang and

Hsieh 2014b; Nemoto et al. 2015; Beaumont et al.

2016c).

Apart from freeze-drying, also the effect of addi-

tives on oven-drying and air-drying has been well

investigated. The adsorption of carboxymethyl cellu-

lose onto CNF minimized the drying effects of oven-

drying at 80 �C (Butchosa and Zhou 2014), yielding a

water-redispersible sample with rheological and

mechanical properties very similar to never-dried

CNF. The influence of salts and small saccharides on

the re-swelling behavior and shape memory effect of

air-dried bacterial cellulose was investigated as well

(Müller et al. 2014) showing the best re-swelling

behavior for MgCl2 as the additive, followed by

glucose and sucrose.

In contrast to the previous approaches that used

only additives, redispersibility can also be brought

about by chemical modification of cellulose, e.g. by1 TENCEL� is a registered trademark of Lenzing AG.
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introducing anionic charges that repel each other and

prevent agglomeration, e.g. through carboxymethyla-

tion (Eyholzer et al. 2010). In the case of TENCEL�

gel, however, carboxymethylation is greatly affecting

the physical properties, since the particle sizes of the

colloids decrease from micro-scale to nano-scale

(Beaumont et al. 2016b). Hence, chemical modifica-

tion does not appear to be an appropriate method in

this case to increase redispersibility without changing

the properties of the never-dried gel. The non-modi-

fied TENCEL� gel is a highly homogeneous

suspension consisting of spherical cellulose II

microparticles (Beaumont et al. 2016c). This parti-

cle-like morphology, which distinguishes it from

other nanocelluloses, such as cellulose nanocrystals

or nanofibrils, is to be maintained as largely as

possible throughout drying and redispersion. On the

nano-scale, the individual particles feature a fibrillar

nanostructure with a high specific surface area and

reactivity (Hettegger et al. 2016; Beaumont et al.

2016c). In this study, we compared the effects of

freeze-drying and oven-drying on the redispersibility

of TENCEL� gel. The different methods are eval-

uated by comparing the water retention value,

colloidal stability, particle size and viscosity of the

samples redispersed in aqueous medium.

Experimental

TENCEL� gel with a solid content of approx. 4% was

provided as purified suspension by Lenzing AG and

was stored at 8 �C. tert-BuOH (puriss. p.a.) was

obtained from Carl Roth. All other solvents and

additives were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. Food

grade xanthan (GRINDSTED� Xanthan 80) was

obtained from DuPont Danisco. Carboxymethyl cel-

lulose (Walocel CRT 30,000 Pa) with a degree of

substitution of 0.82–0.95 was acquired from Dow

Chemical.

Materials and methods

Preparation of alcogels for freeze-drying

TENCEL� gel—tert-BuOH suspensions were pre-

pared by centrifugation of the aqueous suspensions at

4000 g for 5 min and removal of the supernatant H2O.

tert-BuOH was added to the partially dewatered

cellulose to a two times higher volume compared to

the starting volume and the tubes were kept shaking

overnight. The suspension was centrifuged once more

at 4000 g for 5 min and the concentration of tert-

BuOH was adjusted the solid content to 1 wt%, before

shaking was continued overnight.

Preparation of additive samples

The additives were added to TENCEL� gel (4.2 wt%)

or CNF (0.92 wt%) using the same protocol. The

additives were added into a 20 mL glass vial and the

cellulose gels were added in a ratio of 4:1 (w/w). The

mixtures were blended using a IKA Ultra-Turrax T8 at

25,000 rpm for 30 s and subsequently dried at 60 �C.

Oven-drying

All samples were dried in an oven at 60 �C to constant

weight.

Freeze-drying

For all tests a Christ Beta 1–8 LD Plus freeze-dryer

was used. Various preparation methods prior to freeze-

drying were used dependent on the samples. The

samples (1 wt% solid content) were pre-frozen in

aluminum molds at-20,-80 �C or in liquid nitrogen

(-196 �C). The frozen samples were transferred to the

lyophilizer. Additionally, samples were directly lyo-

philized without pre-freezing. All samples remained in

the freeze-dryer for at least 72 h.

Redispersion

Suspensions (CNF or TENCEL� gel) with a solid

content of 1 wt% were prepared by adding 0.1 g of

dried material to 10 mL of deionized H2O. The

samples were shaken overnight and redispersed using

an IKA Ultra-Turrax T8 at 25,000 rpm until no visible

agglomerates remained.

Colloidal stability

The redispersed samples were left standing in a 12 mL

vial for 3 h. No significant change of settlement

occurred after this time. The height of the lower,

cellulose-rich phase (interface height) and the total

height were measured. The colloidal stability is
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defined as the interface height divided by the total

height, according to Eq. 1.

Colloidal stability ¼ Interface height ðmmÞ
Total height ðmm)

� 100%

ð1Þ

Water retention value

The WRV of all redispersed samples was determined

in triplicate according to Saito et al. (2007). Empty

centrifugation tubes (50 mL) were dried at 105 �C and

weighted to determine m0. 3 mL of the redispersed

samples (1 wt % solid content) were added and

centrifuged at 4000 g for 10 min. The supernatant

was removed by decantation. Residual water droplets

in the tubes were carefully removed with a paper tissue

before weighing the centrifugation tubes to determine

mwet. The samples were dried at 105 �C to constant

weight (mdry). The WRV (g/g) was calculated accord-

ing to Eq. 2.

WRV =
mwet �m0ð Þ � ðmdry �m0Þ

mdry �m0

ð2Þ

Particle size measurement

The mean particles size and the particle size distribu-

tion was determined only for TENCEL� gel samples.

Redispersed TENCEL� gel samples were used for the

measurements. The measurement was performed on a

laser diffraction particle size analyzer LS 13 320 from

Beckman Coulter. The pump speed was set to 70%.

Three runs of 60 s per sample were performed.

Optical microscopy

Redispersed CNF and TENCEL� gel samples were

observed by optical microscopy on an incident light

microscope (Axioplan 2 imaging, Carl Zeiss

Microimaging GmbH, Jena, Germany), at magnifica-

tions of 1009 and 5009.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Freeze-dried samples of TENCEL� gel were studied

with SEM on a FEI INSPECT S50 instrument

(Hillsboro, Oregon, USA). Sputtering of the samples

with a gold layer of 8 nm thickness was performed in a

Leica EM SCD005 sputter coater beforehand. Micro-

graphs were obtained at magnifications of 5009,

20009, 50009, 100009 and 500009 in high-vacuum

mode.

Results and discussion

In the first part of this paper, different freeze-drying

protocols for the cellulose II gel are compared. The

structure of the different samples from electron

microscopy was compared. Redispersion was evalu-

ated by colloidal stability of the redispersed cryogels

(settlement after 3 h) and the ability to swell and retain

water (water retention value). The properties of

redispersed samples were compared to a sample

oven-dried at 60 �C and to the never-dried reference.

Freeze-drying

All cryogels were obtained from 1 wt% suspensions.

Figure 1 shows the influence of the pre-freezing

temperature on the cellulose cryogels. Pre-freezing

at -20 �C caused the formation of sheet-like struc-

tures, with pores largely been lost. A decrease of the

pre-freezing temperature (FD -80 and -196 �C)
resulted in more particle-like and porous structures.

Direct freeze-drying without pre-freezing (FD

vacuum) resulted in morphology in between the

structures of FD -20 �C and FD -80 �C. Freezing
of the sample ‘‘FD vacuum’’ occurred due to cooling

through solvent evaporation under high vacuum. The

templating effect of the ice crystals is in this case was

less severe than in sample FD -20 �C (see Fig. 1),

indicating that the freezing occured faster in the

former sample than in the -20 �C case.

The SEM micrographs of pre-frozen samples

pictured in Fig. 1 show structures induced by ice

crystal formation during the pre-freezing process of

the hydrogels. As a consequence they differ greatly

from the real nano- and microstructure of the

cellulose II gel (Beaumont et al. 2016c). The lower

the pre-freezing temperature, the more porous and

less agglomerated are the respective cryogel

structures.

The influence of 0.2 wt% sucrose [m(sucrose):

m(cellulose), 1:4] as cryoprotectant and of tert-BuOH
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addition as dispersion medium are shown in Fig. 2. All

samples were pre-frozen under the same conditions at

-20 �C.
It was obvious that the addition of both tert-BuOH

and sucrose affected the cryogel structure. In both

cases the morphology was more particle-like. FD 50%

tert-BuOH and FD sucrose featured a similar

microstructure, but the nanostructure was influenced

by ice crystal formation and was smooth and non-

porous. In order to preserve the nanostructure, it was

mandatory to solvent-exchange the aqueous phase to

tert-BuOH completely. Freeze-drying of the resulting

alcogel yielded a very fine particle-like structure and a

preserved nanostructure (see zoom in Fig. 2). In

general, changes in freezing temperature and the

addition of sucrose and tert-BuOH had a surprisingly

pronounced influence on the cryogels’ morphology. In

comparison to the strongly entangled CNF, the

particle-like structure of the cellulose II gel is more

responsive to lyophilization conditions and amenable

to the effect of additives, as shown in Fig. S1.

The redispersibility of the cryogels was estimated

by measuring the water retention value of the respec-

tive samples and their colloidal stability. The colloidal

stability was determined by relating the settlement of a

dried and redispersed sample to the never-dried gel

reference, which is stable and does not phase-separate.

Both properties are compared to oven-dried gel and

never-dried reference in Fig. 3. Considering the

WRV, all cryogels retained less water than the

never-dried sample. In addition to that, the oven-dried

sample featured a higher or similar WRV than the

cryogels. The colloidal stability of the cryogels

increased with decreasing freezing temperatures and

increasing amount of tert-BuOH. Only the redispersed

sample ‘‘FD sucrose’’ was more stable than the oven-

dried sample. These findings were rather surprising

especially in comparison to freeze-drying of CNF

yielding cryogels with high surface area and water

retention (Han et al. 2013; Jiang and Hsieh 2014a; Cai

et al. 2014; Jiang and Hsieh 2014b; Nemoto et al.

2015). Redispersed CNF cryogels all formed

Fig. 1 SEM micrographs of TENCEL� gel cryogels using

different freezing conditions. FD Vacuum was freeze-dried

without prior pre-freezing. All samples were pre-frozen with

1 wt% solid content. The aggregate size reduced and the

porosity increased with lower freezing temperatures
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stable suspensions (100% colloidal stability) and the

water retention values of the redispersed cryogels

were all higher than the oven-dried sample as shown in

Fig. S2. This confirmed again that the entangled CNF

network was more resistant towards freeze-drying

influences than the particle-like TENCEL� gel.

Fig. 2 Influence of sucrose and tert-BuOH during freeze-

drying on the morphology of cryogels in comparison to the

freeze-dried aqueous sample. All solvogels were pre-frozen at

-20 �Cwith a solid content of 1 wt%. The higher the amount of

tert-BuOH the better the micro- and nanostructure is preserved

as shown in the zoom of the completely solvent-exchanged FD

tert-BuOH

Fig. 3 Left: colloidal stability of freeze-dried sample in water after redispersion to a concentration of 1 wt%. Right: water retention

values of the redispersed cryogels. The oven-dried sample is listed as comparison, and the reference is the never-dried gel

1204 Cellulose (2017) 24:1199–1209
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This beneficial effect of sucrose is caused by a

reduction of irreversible agglomeration upon drying

due to incorporation of sucrose inside the cryogel. As

shown in Fig. 6 it also increased the redispersibility to

a similar extent if used as additive in oven-drying.

Taking this into account, there was no benefit of

freeze-drying for TENCEL� gel in terms of redis-

persibility, especially if one considers that freeze-

drying is more time-consuming and costly than oven-

drying. As a consequence, oven-drying was selected as

method of choice and was further studied with regard

to the effect of various additives on the structure and

redispersibility of the samples.

Oven-drying

All samples were dried at 60 �C to constant weight. In

comparison to the standard cellulose drying condition

at 105 �C, drying at 60 �C was chosen since it is

milder and hornification effects are reduced (Giaco-

mozzi and Joutsimo 2015).

In order to improve redispersibility, additives were

added beforehand (20 wt% based on dry weight) and

the mixture was homogenized with an Ultra-Turrax to

ensure an even distribution of the additive inside the

samples. As shown in Table S1, a variety of additives

was investigated and a pre-selection was made by

comparing the colloidal stability and the water reten-

tion value of the redispersed samples. Literature

references of studied additives with different cellu-

losic materials are also listed in this table.

Figure 4 compares the microscopic images of

differently dried and redispersed xerogels with the

never-dried sample. The redispersed freeze-dried

sample pre-frozen at -20 �C showed the biggest

agglomerates, whereas the redispersed oven-dried

sample consisted of smaller particles, which were

more similar to the never-dried reference. The sample

containing xanthan as the additive was very alike to

the never-dried reference. The samples were examined

by particle size distribution (Fig. 5) of the redispersed

specimen using laser diffraction size analysis.

The never-dried gel featured a homogenous particle

size distribution with the main particle population

between 3 and 92 lm and a small particle fraction

(less than 2 v%) at 128 lm. The oven-dried sample

without additive gave more heterogeneous and

broader particle size distributions. The use of poly-

meric additives, such as xanthan and CMC, was most

promising with respect to unchanged particle size

distributions. Both particle size distributions were

homogeneous and narrow and well comparable to the

never-dried gel. The size distributions in the case of

both polysaccharide additives were shifted to smaller

particle sizes, and this effect was more pronounced in

case of the additive xanthan. In contrast to that,

samples with addition of small organic compounds

(urea and sucrose) and ammonium bicarbonate

showed size distributions similar to the oven-dried

sample without additive.

This observation was also confirmed by measure-

ments of the water retention value and the colloidal

stability of the samples (Fig. 6). With regard to WRV

and colloidal stability, the polysaccharides xanthan

and CMC stuck out. As shown in Fig. S3 three

carboxymethyl celluloses were compared with differ-

ent degree of substitutions and viscosities in solution.

The carboxymethyl cellulose with a DS of 0.82–0.95

(Walocel 2000 and 30,000 Pa) increased the WRV of

the redispersed sample to a higher extent than the

CMC with a DS of 0.7. The results achieved with

Walocel CRT 30,000 Pa are shown in this study and

the additive is abbreviated as CMC.

Both xanthan and CMC increased the WRV in

comparison to the oven-dried reference (12 g/g). The

sample containing xanthan even featured a more than

three times higher WRV (39 g/g) than the oven-dried

reference, while the sample with CMC (16 g/g) had a

WRV that was comparable to the never-dried gel

(18 g/g). The colloidal stability was high in both cases.

In the case of the sample containing ammonium

bicarbonate (NH4HCO3) and sucrose the colloidal

stabilities were equally good. The other additives

(NaCl, PEG and urea) featured colloidal stabilities

comparable to the oven-dried sample without additive.

Considering the WRV (Fig. 6), all additives except of

NaCl increased the WRV in comparison to the oven-

dried reference rather moderately. Only the addition of

xanthan yielded significantly higher water retention

values than the reference.

The viscosity versus shear rate of the redispersed

sample w/o additive and the samples with urea and

PEG are compared to the never-dried cellulose II gel in

Fig. 7a. Due to the large influence of xanthan and

CMC on the samples’ viscosity, these two redispersed

samples are separately compared to the never-dried

mixtures of the gel and the respective additive (see

Fig. 7b). In all samples the viscosity decreased with
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increasing shear rate meaning the samples are shear-

thinning. According to e.g. Butchosa and Zhou (2014),

drying and redispersion of nanocelluloses reduces the

viscosity with respect to the never-dried sample; this is

also shown especially in Fig. 7a. Keeping this in mind,

the aim of this study can also be formulated as to

reduce this effect on the viscosity and to obtain a

redispersed sample with a viscosity similar to the

never-dried one.

The shear-thinning curves of the never-dried

sample featured a plateau (highlighted in red in

Fig. 7a) at a shear rate of approx. 10 s-1 caused by

the breaking down of particle aggregates (Beaumont

et al. 2016c). This plateau was also observed in the

redispersed samples in Fig. 7a, but was less signif-

icant and shifted to lower shear rates. In addition to

this, the redispersed sample after oven-drying with-

out additive at 60 �C featured a viscosity of only

0.25 Pas at a shear rate of 0.1 s-1, which is 16 times

lower compared to the never-dried sample. Addition

of urea and PEG as additives even decreased the

viscosity further to 0.09 and 0.04 Pas. At higher

shear rates, above 300 s-1, the viscosity of the oven-

dried samples in Fig. 7a showed shear-thickening

behavior due to their heterogeneous particle size

distribution (see Fig. 6). In comparison to this, the

viscosity of the redispersed xanthan and CMC

sample was only reduced by a factor of 2 in

comparison to the respective never-dried sample

(Fig. 7b). Hence, the addition of xanthan and CMC

preserves very well the rheological properties after

Fig. 4 Light microscope images of redispersed TENCEL� gel: a comparison of different drying protocols

1 10 100
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Fig. 5 Particle size distribution of oven-dried redispersed

sample in water with and without different additives
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drying, especially if compared to the dried native

sample and the sample with PEG and urea of which

the viscosity was reduced by much higher factors.

As expected the addition of a xanthan, which is a

strong thickening agent (Symes 1980), increased the

viscosity of the cellulose gel significantly. The

respective dried and never-dried sample featured an

almost linear viscosity reduction for increasing shear

rate in the double logarithmic graph (Fig. 7b). In

contrast to this, the addition of CMC decreased the

viscosity of the cellulose II gel at low shear rates; this

was reported as well for CNF/CMC mixtures (Kumar

et al. 2016). CMC is prone to adsorb onto cellulose

fibrils (Filpponen et al. 2012; Butchosa and Zhou

2014) and thereby seems to reduce the particle–

particle interactions in the cellulose II gel, which

explains the lower viscosity and the viscosity plateau

being shifted to lower shear rates as compared to the

never-dried cellulose II gel (Fig. 7a).

Conclusions

In the present study, first the effect of freeze-drying

and oven-drying on TENCEL� gel and CNF with

regard to redispersibility and colloidal stability was

studied. Freeze-drying is the superior method in case

of CNF with regard to redispersibility. The CNF

Fig. 6 Left: colloidal stability in water of oven-dried samples

with and without additives, after redispersion to a concentration

of 1 wt%. Right: water retention values of the redispersed

cryogels. The oven-dried sample is listed as comparison, and the

reference is the never-dried gel

Fig. 7 Comparison of shear-thinning curves of redispersed oven-dried and never-dried samples (1 wt%) in water. Plateaus in the

viscosity curves are highlighted in red (left) or black (right figure) color. (Color figure online)
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structure is less sensitive towards different freeze-

drying protocols than the TENCEL� gel, in the case of

which different freezing temperatures had a quite

dramatic effects, so that the cryogel morphology could

be tailored from a sheet-like structure (FD -20 �C) to
highly porous aerogels with preserved micro- and

nanostructure (FD tert-BuOH). However, colloidal

stability and the WRV of the freeze-dried cellulose II

gel were inferior in comparison to samples obtained

from mild and simple oven-drying at 60 �C, which for
the cellulose II gel was clearly the better—and not

only easier—method. Different additives to the cellu-

lose II gel during drying were tested aiming at a

possible enhancement of the redispersibility of the

respective oven-dried xerogels. Small organic com-

pounds and salts had little effect on the redispersibil-

ity. Addition of xanthan and CMC reduced the

aggregation and hornification effects and yielded fully

redispersible suspensions with particle size, colloidal

stability and rheological properties comparable to the

never-dried gel.

Freeze-drying protocols using tert-BuOH solvent

exchange are only necessary if one aims at preserving

the micro- and nanostructure and the high surface area

of the cellulose II gel through the dried state. Just to

obtain a redispersible gel, oven-drying at 60 �C with

prior addition of xanthan or CMC as additive is the

more suitable, far easier and thus recommendable

method.
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